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Join the African

Economic Revolution

The DeFi Stack 
Made for Africa

In the coming decades, 
Africa’s growth is set to be 
one of the biggest in history. 
GDP is expected to increase 
from $2 trillion to $29 trillion 
by 2050.

We started with a token, 
and now, thanks to strategic 
partnerships and innovative 
technologies, we are on our 
way to creating an entire 
ecosystem to bank the 
350m+ unbanked and provide 
infrastructure to economically 
unite the continent.

Join KamPay and the African 
Economic Revolution.

join the conversation

Twitter.com/KamPayToken

Facebook.com/KamPayToken

KamPay.medium.com

Reddit.com/r/Kamari_Coin/

@KamPayToken

Official: T.me/KamPayOfficial
Announcements: T.me/KamPayAnn
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Africa Grain & Seed
A pilot program for 50k farmers in 
Zimbabwe to gain access to blockchain 
via KamPay, providing micro lending and 
with plans to expand to a million by the 
end of 2022.

SharkCoders
In order to shape the future of crypto, we 
have partnered with a Portuguese coding 
school to build an online coding academy 
for children and teens throughout Africa.

diginexESG
Our latest partnership allows us to offer 
blockchain based environmental and 
social impact reporting to businesses in 
the continent.

MELD
Growing our ecosystem is a priority to 
guaranty true adoption and usability. By 
partnering with MELD, KamPay holders 
can now use their platform for borrowing 
and lending both DeFi and Fiat.

Lotteries
Partnering with 7 countries in Africa, 
Kampay holders can participate in 
relevant state lotteries through payment 
and utility integration. This is powered 
through a partnership with the Glitch, a 
network designed for trustless money 
markets and decentralized financial 
applications (dApps), which keeps costs 
low.

KamWallet
Our bespoke payment platforms. The first 
version is made for merchants and will be 
onboarding e-commerce and physical 
stores to accept crypto focused primarily 
on KamPay token.

KamMobile
A new technology that will allow people 
to control crypto through SMS, meaning 
no need for a smartphone or even 
internet connection.
Users will be able to send a text, open a 
crypto wallet and eventually be able to 
buy and sell crypto via mobile money.
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